Watch an idea unfold with Ink Replay

With PowerPoint Ink Replay the meaning is revealed. Follow a sequence of handwritten notes and drawings, review step-by-step instructions, or see the order in which somebody else marked up the document.

And with Surface Dial, ink playback becomes as natural to control as a spin of the device. Control the pace, rewind, and reveal the hidden context, meaning, and emotion the author of the ink was trying to convey.

Real-world scenarios:
· Understand the flow of others’ feedback in context
· Reveal a student’s thought process
· Unpack a lesson, step-by-step
· Follow along with instructions
· Play a sequence of ink for entertainment

Ink Replay
A step-by-step guide to demo Ink Replay

**Step 1**
Open the PowerPoint presentation.

**Step 2**
Click the **Draw** tab.

**Step 3**
Click **Ink Replay** and watch the ink strokes appear in order.

**Step 4**
Click the **pause button** and the **rewind button** to watch the replay stop and then rewind.